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                        The Anchor 

 My Bible offers several ways to translate the original Greek, but this 
version made more sense to me. "The light stands shining in the 
darkness and the darkness could not smother it". That seems a pretty 
good message. Thanks to Jenny Galpin for the painting and the  
explanation.    
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Our Vision for Mission: 
This Parish seeks to be inclusive in extending God's kingdom, by  

encouraging the whole community to grow in the Christian faith 

through prayer and worship, and to care for others through pastoral 

and  practical support. 

From The Joint Editors Vikki and John.  

Summer is here and we are all doing our best to enjoy it. There are 

some challenges ahead and the front page has a thoughtful message.  

There is good news from our Church Wardens. (see page 6).There are 

plenty of parties, events and festivals to report on and, as usual, the 

magazine is full up.  

We have the added benefits of an insert of photographs from Paul 

Smith to enjoy. Have a look at page 8 for explanation.  

We also have to support Tony and the Church at the Mudeford Arts 

Festival.  

The next edition is September and Vikki and I and the other editors 

have a month off. However we will need material in August.  

The academic year starts in September, so we suggest life long learn-

ing as a theme. Send us your memories, or even better, your plans 

for the coming year.   

By 17th August please to: Vikki Miller: bob_and_vikki@yahoo.co.uk. 

AND/OR 

John Ward: jfaward@btinternet.com. 

Editorial team: Tony and Judy Eden, Hetty Ward 
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                                     Open Season 

At last, as I write this the weather is glorious and it really feels like sum-

mer.  Knowing the British weather, it might be a little cooler when you 

read this.  However what is not going to change is that this summer is a 

return to normality, with all the events we will normally expect to see 

and participate in.   

I might sum it up as a time of the four F’s - freedom, fun, fellowship and 

faith.  It takes some getting used to.  Going on holiday for the first time 

in two years or more takes more effort and confidence.  Packing takes 

longer and where is my passport?  Enjoying ourselves rather than quietly 

getting on with life is rather novel.   

Real fellowship face to face is back and not just a remote ZOOM or a 

telephone, even though these were vital to keep things going in time 

apart.   

Faith: the chance to worship together in church has been much missed 

and it is so lovely to see everyone again.  

The world has opened up and what I’m seeing is the beauty of creation, 

marvellous not only in the natural world, but in the talents of all around.  

The Mudeford Arts Festival will show us how creative people are not 

only in the pictures and crafts, but in the delicious cake baking which 

makes our refreshment tent so attractive to visitors. 

 

Then finally we are back with our Songs of Praise at the lifeboat station.  

It is always a joy to listen to the stories behind the chosen hymns.   

The parable of the talents teaches us that it is so important to use what 

gifts God has given us.  I am constantly amazed at what our community 

has achieved particularly during the interregnum. Whatever the prob-

lem somehow we overcome it with God’s help.   
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Let us truly take this time to celebrate and appreciate all we have with 

family and friends. 

With peace and prayers 

Rona Duncan. 

The Bible Society in Ukraine 

Revd David Greenman has passed us this eyewitness report of the 

work of the Bible Society team members in Ukraine (obviously much 

has happened since this report was sent): 

“We have been delivering humanitarian aid and Bibles wherever we 

can since the war started. We’ve been driving to towns just outside 

Kyiv that have been devastated by Russian troops: Bucha (which you 

have seen on the news), Hostomel, Irpin, Borodianka and others.  

Most of the roads and bridges have been bombed, so we had to drive 

through the woods, over rugged terrain to reach these places.  

What we saw there was truly heartbreaking. Things are worse in reali-

ty than they are on TV, and sadly, the situation in Borodianka is even 

worse than in Bucha. We saw worse devastation and greater atrocities 

there. 

There is still no electricity, natural gas, or water in these towns that 

are just 30-40km outside our capital, Kyiv, so people are cooking on 

fires in their yards and are truly thankful for any humanitarian aid. 

People in these towns, for many days hiding from Russians in the cel-

lars without food, are so thankful to receive fresh loaves of bread. But 

when they see that we are from the Church, they ask for Bibles. This is 

in spite of the fact that many of them have never had a Bible before, 

yet they know that God’s word can help. 
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So, what have we been doing? We have helped people to leave their 

cellars, where they have been sheltering from Russian bombardment 

for many days, without food. They are weak and in need of food.  

We are providing that food, but also the living bread. Sometimes we 

are simply a smiling face. People ask for Bibles wherever we go, and 

are eagerly accepting them.  

We are also a witness to what is happening in our country. We visited 

Irpin last week. It is the hometown of our chairman. A shell had gone 

through the roof of his home and destroyed most of it. Thankfully, he 

was able to escape. 

We walked along the street where he had lived. People lived here, but 

now everything was left in ruins. People had fled leaving their cars in 

their yards. Everything was burnt down and lost. Yet here we were, 

giving Bibles to those who remained and survived. There are simply no 

words for these moments.  

The streets were strewn with military tanks that had been destroyed 

and burnt out. Everywhere there was twisted metal and destruction. 

We’ve seen blocks of flats utterly destroyed, just the blackened fa-

cades left, but the rest gone. We stood in the town of Borodianka on a 

beautiful spring day and saw this destruction. People were trying to 

clear up, but it is just incredible how extensive the damage is in a town 

that is close to the capital. 

We are serving people here and trying to meet their needs. We are 

doing what we can. We are praying for God’s miracle to interrupt this 

horrible war. We appreciate your praying with us so very much.” 

All Saints will be making a collection for the Bible Society through the 

November Mission Pot. If you would like to make a contribution be-

fore that please contact them at biblesociety.org.uk 

Vikki Miller 
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Great News at last  

 

 

A short PCC meeting was held on Sunday 19th July to discuss and vote 

on the proposal put forward concerning the future of the Benefice of 

Mudeford and Burton. The proposal was presented at a meeting at St 

Luke’s Church, Burton with Bishop Debbie, Rev Gary Philbrick and the 

churchwardens of St Luke’s and Mudeford on Friday June 10th . The 

proposal: The proposal is that, in addition to the full-time post of In-

cumbent of the new Benefice of Mudeford & Burton, who would live in 

the Vicarage at Mudeford, a House-for Duty priest be appointed to a 

Common Tenure Interim Post, initially for three years, living in the Vic-

arage at Burton. This would be an interim post, to allow three years for 

the new Benefice to grow together, to work on relationships and part-

nerships across the Benefice (comprising the two Parishes with two 

PCCs), and, in particular, to focus on the Somerford area of the Bene-

fice, which all agree is a place in need to particular ministry and focus, 

along with a concern for the new housing areas of the Benefice. After 

some discussion and assurance from the churchwardens that this 

would be a joint Benefice, working together with separate PCCs and 

separate finances for the foreseeable future, but may change and de-

velop over time, the PCC voted unanimously to go ahead with the pro-

posal. There is to be a joint PCC meeting on Monday July 11th at 

7.30pm at St Luke’s to discuss the timetable on how to proceed. The 

aim is to have the incumbent in place by January 2023. We give thanks 

to God that we can now go forward in considering the future ministry 

of the Benefice.  

Tony Eden 
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                        Photography Corner. 

Three photographs 

above of the gardens of 

Wells Cathedral. Thanks 

to David Greenman. 

 

To the right, Mudeford 

Quay and the Lighting of 

the Beacon. John Ward 
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PLANTS FOR POLLINATORS   

 

 

 

So here we are in July, with a host of flowers opening up or coming into 

bud for the pollinators, amongst them, Cosmos, Dahlias, Sedum, Hon-

eysuckle, Buddleia, Michaelmas Daisy and don’t forget Ivy flowering 

later, which can provide nectar and pollen until late November. And 

have you noticed the pretty plant in the church garden, either side of 

the Church door? It is called Mexican Fleabane and it is covered with 

tiny white daisies which gradually change to pink. I read this delightful 

article in the Gardeners World Almanac describing this plant: 

‘Imagine if a crowd of slightly drunk pixies invaded your garden and 

charged around your borders carousing and giggling in high pitched 

voices. They would look exactly like Mexican Fleabane flowers: an in-

domitable flurry of delicious white and pink daisies guaranteed to 

make you smile. Self seeds happily in most situations -particularly good 

in gravel.  Flowers May to October.’  Now who wouldn’t want that in 

their garden? 

And so onto Foxgloves, which are marvellous examples of plants 

adapted to be pollinated by insects mainly bumble bees.  First of all, 

the majority of foxgloves are purple and bumble bees are particularly 

attracted to this colour and to the dark spots inside. The flower has a 

wide-open mouth and it has a lip or landing space for the bee. The en-

trance also has guard hairs which deter smaller insects from crawling 

into the flowers and probably give some support to the bee as it scram-

bles for grip upon landing.  The plant is tall so that it can be easily seen 

and often a mass of plants grow in the same area maximising the visual 

signal to passing bees. It starts flowering in May and can continue 
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through to September. The flowers are first produced at the bottom of 

the stem. Each flower matures in succession.  The last to mature are 

therefore the flowers on the very top, the highest point.  So those flow-

ers are still visible even if the surrounding vegetation has grown up. 

Clever that. 

And what about that name. It can be traced back to Anglo Saxon times.  

The glove part is obvious but where do foxes come in?  One theory is 

that people believed foxes wore the flowers on their paws to silence 

their movements when hunting. Doesn’t that bring a wonderful picture 

into your mind? 

My foxgloves are definitely coming to the last stage in their lives.  They 

only have flowers on the tops of their stems. Also, due to the strong 

winds, most of them are leaning, looking as though they are slightly 

drunk.  I won’t cut them down yet because I want the bees to be able 

to feed from those few remaining flowers and also I need some of the 

seed to get ripe, drop to the ground and germinate, producing plants 

for next year. 

Two other plants in my garden which are very popular with bumble 

bees are opium poppy, papaver somniferum, which is a beautiful deep 

burgundy colour, and Verbena bonariensis, which has heads of tiny lilac 

flowers on a very long stem. The Verbena is also very popular with 

butterflies. The photos are of white tailed bumble bees with full pollen 

sacs.  The bee on the Verbena has collected an enormous amount of 

pollen.  When it lands on a flower the hairs on the bee’s body attract 

pollen grains through electrostatic forces.  Stiff hairs on their legs ena-

ble them to groom the pollen into specialised brushes or sacs on their 

legs or body. 

I do hope that you have all enjoyed seeing different bees and other 

insects in your garden. In the autumn it would be really helpful if you 

could leave some plants standing so insects and other wildlife can shel-

ter until spring. We should be kind to our insects.  We need them. 

Maureen Smith 
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The Wednesday Morning Prayer Meeting. 

Some of you might not be aware that the Church has a prayer 

meeting on Wednesday mornings, starting at 9:00 am and finishing 

at 9:45, before the Communion service.  ALL are welcome to join. 

It is a time when we can pray aloud or have a quiet prayer time, and 

we are very happy to welcome anyone who feels the need for pray-

er.  

The prayer meeting takes place in the church, we are socially dis-

tanced and always wear masks. 

PRAYER FOR INNER PEACE 

  O Spirit of God  

  Set at rest the crowded, hurrying, conscious thoughts 

  Within our minds and hearts 

  Let the peace and quiet of your presence 

  Take possession of us.                                                

  Help us to relax, to rest, to become open 

  And receptive to You. 

 You know our inmost spirits, 

  The hidden, unconscious life within us, 

  The forgotten memories of hurts and fears, 

  The frustrated desires, 
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  The unresolved tensions and dilemmas 

 Cleanse and sweeten the springs of our being 

   That freedom, life and love may flow 

   Into both our conscious and hidden life. 

 Lord, we lie open before You 

  Waiting for Your healing, Your peace 

   And your word. 

 Bishop George Appleton 

With thanks to Revd David Greenman for sending us this beautiful 
prayer. 

Jubilee memories from Val Young 

The photograph is of my father's hairdressing shop in Bletchley Road, 

Bletchley, decorated for the Coronation 1953. 

The road was renamed Queensway, when Her Majesty visited the 

town in 1966. 

The second picture I took of HM The Queen when I was on First Aid 

duty at Marlow, Bucks. She came to Marlow to unveil a statue of Sir 

Steve Redgrave, the gold medallist in May 2002. 
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What a Party! 

 

We celebrated the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee on Friday 3rd June with an 

afternoon cream tea. The social committee led by Judy arranged the 

party in the front garden of the Church. And the weather was kind to 

us! At one stage we did have a few drops of rain but that didn’t put off 

any of the 100 people who came. It was a truly church community. Eve-

ryone wanted to get together to celebrate this momentous occasion 

and to enjoy the company of the friends that we have made at the 

church. 

Scones, cream and jam were the order of the day with an afternoon 

cup of tea followed by a wonderful variety of home made cakes. Paul 

Smith has put together a supplement to this magazine with photos to 

remind us of this very happy occasion. His photos also show the Queen 

in knitted form sitting on top of the post box at the entrance to 

Mudeford Quay (1). Next is the lighting of the Beacon at the Quay on 

Thursday evening (2). Singalong music was provided by our music team 

of Bob, Alf and John (4). The best crown competition was won by Clare 

and her Mum (6). The clergy who have been taking our services during 

the interregnum came as our guests (11 and 12).  

It is sad when members of our community cannot join us but we were 

able to take cream teas to Anthea and Ken (33). 

Yes, it was a truly happy occasion! 

Copies of the photos are available from Paul. 

A 7 by 5inch is 50p and a 9 by 6inch is £1. 

There is an Order sheet on the Church noticeboard in the hall. 

Tony Eden 
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You can never have too many photographs. Here are 

a few more sent to the magazine, including the  

winners of the crown competition. 
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                                 And another Party 

 

We had a very jolly Jubilee tea and sing song at our CAMEO meeting in 
June and 22 Ladies celebrated  together. We all wore red white and 
blue. Our thanks to  Barry Hall who played the keyboard. The singing 
was led  by Barbara, Cynthia and Chris. They even danced The Lambeth 
Walk.  There was also a brilliant quite challenging quiz prepared by the 
Phillips family.  

Anthea Bell. 

 CAMEO meets on the second Tuesday of each month at 2.30 p.m. to 
provide support for widows and ladies living on their own.  
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                             Here We Go…..! 

 

 
 

As we head into what we know as the ‘summer months’ of July & Au-

gust we have hopes and expectations that are possibly there from our 

childhood: that hope that it will be sunny for most of the days, and we 

shall spend most of it outdoors. The whole idea of rain and cooler 

weather is a memory that seems to fade from our minds as we get old-

er and look back at those great school summer holidays. As I type this 

we are coming out of some lovely hot (possibly too hot) days, and even 

the cat is sitting in front of an electric fan to try and keep cool! 

Living here in Mudeford and the surrounding area we see many people 

coming to visit and enjoy the coast and New Forest in ways that we can 

enjoy through the whole year. We are fortunate that on those surprise 

sunny days in the autumn or winter months we can go for a walk or 

drive and enjoy all the attractions that this area has to offer at times 

when it’s not so busy. So it begs the questions where do we go to be 

refreshed and physically and mentally renewed from a time away? 
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Children are great at making the most of any opportunity that may 

come along to be refreshed (and learn and discover) in their own lives 

– it’s called play. However, play shouldn’t be just for children, we as 

adults can also learn much from children and families as they engage in 

activities and fun that is seen as play.  Play burns off energy, gets the 

imagination going, but also can be reflective and calming. Children can 

move within all these different types of play and have imaginations 

that we can learn much from. 

Jesus encouraged his disciples and those around him to value all that 

life has to offer -  

“I have come that you may have life in all its fullness” 

John 10 v 10 

Fullness means being open to God offering us more than we could ex-

pect, or feel we deserve. Fullness in seeing God around us and in our 

lives can happen as we are more open to ‘playing’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let’s be ready to have an openness to life that children bring into their 

lives, and the expectancy of enjoying the unexpected. Having some 

time ‘playing’ and in appreciating all we have around us can help us see 

the creator God at work in our lives too.                  Happy playing !! 

Andy Saunders         Children’s & Family Minister 
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                                        Minimarket  success! 

After many weeks of collecting and sorting goods, the minimarket was 

held on Saturday 25th June. The day turned out to be dry and sunny but 

with a strong wind.  However, that did not deter the many visitors who 

came. The Minimarket was held both outdoors and in the church build-

ings. There were 14 stalls to browse and make purchases plus the always 

very popular café, where many friends came to spend time with their 

friends.  There was a number of visitors too who had never been inside the 

church before. Jan and Bob Gilbey worked extremely hard with a very en-

thusiastic team to produce a really enjoyable and successful market.  

The total amount raised was over £1,320.  

Tony Eden 

Mini Market  

How very blessed we were to have such 

a beautiful day . 

Thank you to everyone who helped to make it such a successful day, 

whether it was running a stall, baking cakes or just visiting us and 

joining in. 

I cannot begin to name so many people who helped, others who gave 

gift vouchers and I thank you so very much for your time and gener-

osity. 

Jan Gilbey 
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It’s Festival time again! 

The Mudeford Arts festival takes place over the last weekend of July, 

on Saturday 30th and Sunday 31st, from 11am to 5pm on Mudeford 

Quay Green.  

The Mudeford Arts Festival Committee have been organising a festival 

here since 2007 and it remains a very popular arts, crafts and music 

festival. Over the years we have continued to keep it focussed on these 

themes. All the craft stalls have locally made artisan goods, the music 

is provided by local groups and musicians who enjoy performing with 

us. The demonstration marquee has a wide selection of paintings by 

local artists which are available for purchase. The church tea tent pro-

vides refreshments and homemade cakes and has a very popular chil-

dren’s craft area. There is also a wide selection of hot and cold food 

available. 

The festival committee is run by a group of volunteers, and there is 

considerable involvement by All Saints Church in the setting up and 

running of the festival. Over the years, many festivals have either 

ceased to exist or have been taken over by Facility companies because 

there is now so much administration work and bureaucracy. We are 

proud to report that in spite of all the requirements by BCP Council, we 

still manage the festival on a voluntary basis which helps to keep our 

costs and charges down. We will also be raising money this year 

through our Tombola stall for two charities; Dorset Children’s Founda-

tion and Christchurch Community Partnership.  

Do come and join us for the festival! 

Tony Eden 

Festival Organiser 
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Twinwood  

Dozens of people wait for a double decker bus to transport them a few 

hundred yards from one field to another. They are mainly dressed in 

the clothes of the 1940s and 50s with the ladies wearing pretty dresses 

and, sometimes, hats, and the men double breasted suits or Hawaiian 

shirts. Yet they are carrying modern folding chairs and cool boxes. 

What is going on? 

Our favourite festival is Twinwood. You probably have not heard of this 

unless you are keen on swing jazz or rock’n’roll, or are into all things 

vintage. However, it attracts thousands of people- we were amazed 

when we went for the first time and numbers have increased each year 

since. 

Twinwood is the airfield near Bedford from which Glenn Miller, Bing 

Crosby, Bob Hope, The Andrew Sisters and others flew during WW2. It 

is where Glenn Miller took his last, fateful flight in 1944. There is a 

Glenn Miller Museum and other small museums of life in the 1940s. 

Many buildings have been restored to their original WW2 condition 

and some are used during the festival such as the NAAFI café and Casa-

blanca Club which evokes French-occupied Morocco in an old Nissen 

hut. One of the dance floors is in front of the control tower. 

There is a wide range of music to listen or dance to dating from the 

1920s onwards. The Glenn Miller Orchestra are usually there as well as 

more edgy bands like The Revolutionaires, or niche groups like the 

Moscow Drug Club ( 1930s Berlin Cabaret, Tango and Gypsy Campfire). 

In our programme from 2017 at least fifty bands are listed- including 

the Manfreds. We were rather shocked to see them and the Bootleg 

Beatles-a sorry reminder that as teenagers from the sixties we are now 

vintage!  
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Like all festivals in the UK Twinwood is at the mercy of the weather. 

Sometimes the Colonial Club (a large marquee) is stifling and on other 

occasions it is steaming with hundreds of people sheltering from the 

rain once they have waded through the quagmire around the entrance. 

The outdoor dancing areas may be too slippery because of the rain, but 

there are usually plenty of opportunities to dance over the course of 

the weekend. I must confess that we do not camp but stay at a Premier 

Inn the other side of Bedford. I don’t know how the campers manage 

to emerge from their tents with perfectly coiffed hair to match their 

vintage clothes. 

Dancing is a hobby which is sociable as well as good exercise and we 

usually see friends and acquaintances from where we used to live in 

Buckinghamshire as well as from Dorset. 

Vikki and Bob Miller 
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                          Art Group   

The All Saints Church Art Group will meet once a month in the 

Vestry Hall from 10am – 12 noon, on the Saturdays listed be-

low. 

There will be a charge of £4 at the door. 

                    Art Programme 2022 

July 2nd Summer by the Sea or Silhouettes 

Aug. 6th Boats. Transport of all kinds 

Sept. 3rd Street Scene in the sun or in the wet  

Oct. 1st Fruit and Veg. Autumn Flowers 

Nov. 5th Autumn Colours/Sunsets. African Animals 

Dec. 3rd Christmas Cards/Nativity Animals 

Newcomers are always very welcome. 

For more information please contact Mary Thomas on 01202 

478139 or marytxch@btinternet.com  

Thanks to Mary Thomas for this 

painting.  

See Page34 for more paintings 

by Joss Cole  
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                                   BIBLE STUDY 

The Bible study group will resume on Thursday 30th 

June at 7pm in the Vestry Hall, following it’s summer 

break.  

           We will be reading Exodus from chapter 19. 

               Newcomers are always very welcome. 

       If you are interested in joining us, please contact  

                 Mary Thomas on 01202 478139 or       

            marytxch@btinternet.com  for more details.                

 

  

 

Members of the Mothers’ Union hold weekly prayers on Mondays 

at 10am in the Vestry Hall. 

The next monthly branch meeting will be on Monday 4th July at 

3.30pm in the Vestry Hall. 

 If you would like more information about the Mothers’ Union, 

please contact Mary Thomas on 01202 478139 or 

marytxch@btinternet.com or speak to any of the members. 
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Mainly Men 

An invitation for men and women to join an open group within the life 

of the church. 

On 30th September 2022 in the Vestry Hall starting at 11.30 am 

Local Stories by Jill Barr 

Jill will tell us of kings, servants, yokels, fishermen and smugglers in-

cluding one or two stories from the Priory. 

Followed by a Bring and Share lunch-all welcome 

A £1 per person donation is suggested for the work 

and maintenance of All Saints Church. 

Contact- Bob Miller on 01425 240146 

                        From the Parish Registers. 

 

Funerals. 

Our thoughts and prayers go to the family and friends of Margaret 
Cottrell , whose funeral was held on June 7th. 

 

Baptisms: 

We welcome to the church family: 

Charlotte Isabella Brooks. Baptism 26/06/22 Parents Dagmar 

Dworakowskiand and Tom Brooks 

 

Benjamin Cove Cotton, baptism 07/08/22 Parents Jessica and 

Jonathan Cotton 
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       Home front: Recipe from Maureen Smith. 
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The Mission Pot for July is for ‘The Julius and Dora 

Children's Centre in Kenya  

Background 

Andrew writes: After living and working for four happy years in Rhode-

sia, nowadays Zambia and Zimbabwe, I (Andrew) returned to England, 

met and married Angela . . . and together we went out to live and work 

in recently independent Kenya. The Church Mission(-ary) Society had 

founded a school and hospital in the far west of the country at Maseno 

in 1905. We arrived there in 1964 and remained for seven wonderful 

years. 

 

Julius and Dora (J&D) 

When we first arrived in Maseno, Julius Adoyo was the Anglican priest/

vicar in charge of this significant and quite densely populated rural par-

ish. Last Sunday, Trinity 1, Rona was speaking of ‘prophets’. Julius was 

one of the closest personifications of a ‘Prophet’, I think, that I have 

ever met: a larger-than-life, charismatic character who boldly pro-

claimed the ‘word of the Lord’ throughout that region. Sadly for us, for 

he was a good friend, he was promoted away from our parish and we 

saw him seldom thereafter. However, he and his wife Dora owned a 

piece of land in Maseno on which, years later, his daughter Floice 

(“Flossie”) established the J&D Centre in her parents’ memory for the 

care of orphaned and abandoned children. 

 

Angela’s Visit to the J&D Centre 

‘Out of the blue’, in 2014, after we two had already begun to support 

the ‘J&D’ venture from afar, Angela received an invitation from Flossie 
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and her younger sister Eugeniah to visit there. Eugeniah, herself an 

ordained priest and now living and serving in Manchester was revis-

iting her homeland and family. Angela responded eagerly to the op-

portunity provided of visiting the home and the children we had come 

to feel so strong a connection with and to return, after forty-five years, 

to our very first home. There our own two little boys had come into 

the world and spent their earliest days! 

 

I kept a diary at the time, based on Angela’s emails back to me in 

Mudeford. Here is the start of it, anyway:  

 

Saturday 14th June, 2014  

“We had a very full and interesting first day at the J&D Centre, 

Floice, Eugeniah and I. We were very warmly welcomed by the 

children and their carers. The children began by singing a wel-

come song and then went on to sing choruses – some in Eng-

lish and some in Kiswahili. They then sat in a circle and took it 

in turns to do a little dance while the others sang. Sometimes 

one would start a solo while the others sang in the back-

ground: typical of the Kenyan/African style of singing. We 

were shown round the home. It is not yet finished – but has 

been very well planned, light and attractive. There is very little 

furniture at present . . . 

 

“The thing that struck me most was how happy and outgoing 

the children are and how well behaved. They are an absolute 

delight! Lunch was served . . . First they washed their hands in 

a bucket in the corner of the main room, then they each col-
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lected a plate of delicious-smelling mixed bean and chickpea 

stew. They sat together on a large mat in the main room, legs 

stretched out in front of them . . . Meanwhile we visitors were 

served bread and margarine, together with typical East Afri-

can milky tea . . . 

 

 “After lunch we all went into the garden to look round and 

then returned inside, where the children were each given a 

pencil case and drawing book which we had purchased in 

Floice’s home town, Kakamega, earlier in the day. The chil-

dren again sat on their mat and spent a very happy hour 

drawing, colouring, and cutting out.”  

That was just eight years ago. Since then we two and All Saints Church 

have continued to be very supportive and, as Floice’s colourful up-

dates which adorn our notice board twice a year in the Vestry Hall 

demonstrate, the J&D Centre has, by the grace of God, overcome big 

challenges and has gone on from strength to strength. With an acute 

need for more places in the Centre, J&D has had to double its capacity 

in the last few years. And, of course, young people grow and develop! 

What a blessing it has been that sufficient funds have come in from 

their supporters worldwide to fund a separate building for the hous-

ing of the older boys.  

Boys and girls, well fed, well clothed, well housed, loved, cherished 

and nurtured in the faith have attended local fee-paying schools, per-

forming there to the best of their several abilities. They all have now, 

what they hadn’t before, a future and a hope! 

 

Andrew and Angela Walker 
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Mission Pot for August:  

Dorset and Somerset Air Ambulance 

The clinicians of the DSAA include a mixture of senior emergency phy-

sicians, intensive care consultants and anaesthetists, critical care nurs-

es and specialist practitioners in critical care. When responding to 

emergencies they provide a critical care team consisting of at least a 

doctor, specialist practitioner and pilot for each mission. All clinicians 

are also trained to act as technical crew. Pilots are provided by Spe-

cialist Aviation Services Ltd who operate the aircraft. They are careful-

ly selected and much experienced in low-level operations. They oper-

ate for 19 hours a day (7am - 2am) and use an outreach car in Dorset 

from 10am -10pm. Patient and family liaison nurses provide support 

to those who have been treated by the team and provide links with 

other support groups and charities. 

The emergencies that the team face are, of course, very varied and 

range from time-critical hospital transfers to horrific accidents. As well 

as dealing with emergencies the charity is involved with preventative 

advice and teaching groups such as motorcyclists or farmers how to 

act in the event of an incident related to their interests or jobs. I was 

particularly interested in the section about the danger of ‘button’ 

batteries to young children. 

If you enjoy gardens you might like to support the DSAA by going to 

visit one! Their Blossoming and Blooming Open Gardens initiative this 

summer is advertised on their website. 
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HAIKU.                                                      POETRY 

                                                                    CORNER. 

Just green tomatoes. 

Jesus heavenly sunlight 

Glorifies them red. 

  

 

SUMMER.  AVON BEACH. 

Children play, sailboats sway. 

Anxiety long since sailed by. 

Amorous breeze caresses clouds. 

‘Neath a capacious sapphire sky. 

What cannot be seen by people 

Who are all sitting together. 

Is that our minds are dancing 

To the music of each other.  

 

Tom Murphy 

 

 

 

Did you spot our mistake in the last Anchor. On page 31, we for-

got 40 years of marriage, which is Ruby. Well done Alf Green 

and David Greenman. At least ,we know some of you read it!! 

The Editors. 
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                                 From the Archives. 

Since March, the History Society Archive team have been kept busy by 

varied and interesting requests from customers, who are prepared to 

make a small donation in return for research. 

These customers include people from Canada, The USA (twice), Man-

chester, Cambridge and more local locations, such as North Dorset, 

Hayling Island and of course residents from Christchurch and sur-

rounding areas. It is quite clear from some of these requests that peo-

ple from further afield cannot distinguish Christchurch from Ring-

wood, Burton, Sopley, Southbourne and Boscombe. Fortunately, the 

Archive was set up with information from these areas and we are 

often able to help with the assistance of locally born volunteers and 

sometimes the help from bordering history societies. Another com-

mon assumption is that we are the Priory archive, and we regularly 

receive email requests. We either deal with them with the assistance 

of our friends in the Priory or pass them to the Priory Archivist. 

We are currently helping two teams of students from Bournemouth 

University, looking at the local history of Christchurch and Boscombe. 

Enquiries vary enormously in their nature. Local names, like Cox, Fer-

rey and Druitt form the nature of an enquiry, 

whilst local landmarks like Waterloo Bridge 

feature. 

More recently, one customer from USA visit-

ed, looking for infor-

mation about an Artist. 

Hetty and I took him to 

Sopley Church, where we found engravings in some 

of the church windows about the family. We also 

found  some gravestones. An unfortunate 19-year-

old daughter of the family was drowned in our own 
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Mudeford Run. We have found maps and information from the 

Christchurch Times about the family and are currently studying old 

maps to locate the Sopley Park estate, much of which is now part of 

the Moorlands College. I hope I can persuade the customer, who is a 

biographer, to contribute to our magazine. 

How many of us, who are not locally born, know much about the 

Somerford Estate and Somerford House. It is, of course, on the door-

step of those of us, who live in Mudeford, Somerford, Purewell and 

Friars Cliff. Like the Sopley estate, it has been sold in past times and is 

now part of our local area. It was further developed from the local 

WW2 airfield. Attached are some images of the old estate, the sale 

and subsequent development. 

Our efforts have raised over £300 towards the maintenance of the 

Archive and helps to pay our rent to the Priory. 

John Ward 

Email: recohistorychristchurch@gmail.com. 
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Thanks to Joss Cole for two paintings, subjects set by Mary Thomas 

in the Art group, i.e. young animals and birds and also  bridges,  

Seen in a public garden in York, 

an up-side down tree!! 

Growing with its roots at the top. 

It seems to be quite happy like 

that as it has been there for many 

years. 

We were told that in Victorian 

times when the gardens were set 

up, they wanted to experiment to 

see what would happen!! 

John Ward  
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Carolyne’s  

at 92 Mudeford 
Mudeford ’s Family Hair Stylist  

 

Telephone Carolyne for an appointment  

01425  273724  
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The magazine is published by Mudeford Parochial Church Council 

(P.C.C.).  Copyrights acknowledged.  The Editor reserves the right to 

change copy or material submitted.  No responsibility or liability is ac-

cepted by the Editor or P.C.C. for errors or omissions.  The views ex-

pressed are not necessarily those of the editor, or the Incumbent.   

Advertisements are not endorsed by the P.C.C. or the Incumbent.  

 © 2019 Mudeford P.C.C. 
  

Church website    allsaintsmudeford.org 
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    If you are looking to buy or sell  your home  

in the BH23 postal code,  

call Homes today on 01425 277 000  

to arrange your free market appraisal. 

   10% discount off our standard commission rates  

when reference ASC is quoted. 

BUYING or SELLING   

Talk to the experts at Homes…  

  Providing an exemplary service since 2008 
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Contacts List 

Church Warden               Chris Green                  01425 552984 

Church Warden                             Tony Eden                   01202 473003 

Cameo               Anthea Bell       01425 280927 

Vestry Hall Bookings               Jan Gilbey                    01425 276961 

Treasurer              Tony Eden                    01202 473003 

Parish Administrator       Maggie Raine     01425 616652 

P.C.C. Secretary          Maggie Raine     01425 616652 

Safeguarding Officer                    Judy Eden                     01202 473003 

Pastoral Co-Ordinator      Jill Duncan                    01425 240305                

Church Choir (Acting)       Audrey Wild      01425 278556 

Organist                            Audrey Wild            01425 278556 

Prayer Group              Dave & Jenny Galpin       01202 475489 

Mothers’ Union          Joanna Heath     01425 271572 

Bible Study / Home Groups   Mary Thomas     01202 478139 

Little Saints             Jill Barr               01202 480961 

Children’s Ministry        Andy Saunders        07734941580 

High Cross Minister        Paul O’Connor             01425 278860 

High Cross Bookings       Jo Hearn                  07815661029             

Little Stars             Tony & Judy Eden   01202 473003 

Electoral Roll            Ann Smith                    01425 279108 

Flower Rota            Maggie Raine     01425 616652 

Holy Dusters/Brass Cleaners   Mary Thomas     01202 478139 

Art Group               Mary Thomas     01202 478139 

Website                    Rona Duncan           01425 272235    

Anchor Editors                              Vikki Miller                   01425 240146 

                                                         John Ward                    01425 277170 

 

www.allsaintsmudeford.org 
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                     All Saints Services 

            Mudeford, Christchurch,BH23 3HS 

             Sunday:               8am and 10am   

             Wednesday:        10am                      

        First Sunday in the month  Church In the Round, an  

             informal service at 5-30pm.         

                    On the Internet. 

Sunday; Live streamed at 10am, video shortly afterwards. 

Facebook at https;/www,facebook.com/parishofmudeford/.  

YouTube at; All Saints Mudeford You Tube Channel. 


